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Abstract
The dual-frequency Global Positioning System (GPS) has proven to be an effective means of measuring the Earth’s ionosphere
and its Total Electron Content (TEC). With the advent of multi-frequency signals from more Global Navigation SatelliteSystems
(GNSSs), the opportunity arises to construct many more ionosphere-sensing combinations of GNSS data. With such diversity,
various estimable ionospheric delays with differing interpr tations (and of different precision) can be formed. How such estimable
ionospheric delays should be interpreted, and the extent towhich they contribute to the precision with which the unbiased TEC
can be estimated, are the topics of this contribution. Basedon multi-frequency GNSS code-only, phase-only and phase- and
code data, we derive the closed-form solutions of differenttypes of ionospheric observables that each can serve as input of an
externally provided ionospheric model for TEC determination. Within such a general least-squares framework, we generaliz the
widely-used Phase to Code Levelling (PCL) technique to its multi-frequency version. We also show that only certain specific linear
combinations of the observables contribute to the TEC solutions. As a further improvement of the multi-frequency GNSS-derived
TEC solution, we propose and study the usage of an array of GNSS antennas. Analytical solutions, supported by numerical
examples, of this array-based concept are presented, together with a discussion on its relevance for TEC determination. This
concerns the roles of time-averaging and time-differencing, of integer ambiguity resolution, and of the number of frequ ncies and
number of array antennas in determining TEC.
Index Terms
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Total Electron Content (TEC), Phase to Code Levelling (PCL), Phase-driven
and Code-driven estimability.
I. I NTRODUCTION
GLOBAL Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have proven to bean effective means of measuring the Earth’s ionosphereand its Total Electron Content (TEC). The observed ionospheric delays on the carrier-phase and code (pseudo-range)
signals are not only valuable sources for ionospheric studies [1]–[11], but also for analyzing and assessing their impact on other
GNSS-derived parameters of importance for Earth science disciplines (e.g., positioning, deformation, troposphere)[12]–[18].
It is well-known that with GPS dual-frequency data, the geomtry-free linear combinations for determining ionospheric
delays are accompanied by additional unknown parameters, i. . the carrier-phase ambiguities and/or the code biases [5]. Such
GPS-derived ionospheric delays do thereforenot represent the ‘unbiased’ TEC, but a combination of the TEC and the GPS
instrumental biases. One can retrieve the unbiased TEC however, by taking recourse to an ionospheric model. The fact that the
geometry-free combinations cannotunbiasedlydetermine the slant ionospheric delays without an ionospheric model, reveals
the intrinsic lack of information content in the GNSS data. As a consequence of this lack of information, different estimable
combinations can be formed that may serve as input of the ionospheric model.
With the advent ofmulti-frequencysignals from more GNSSs, the opportunity arises to construct even more such ionosphere-
sensing combinations of GNSS data. With such diversity, various estimable ionospheric delays with differing interpretations
(and of different precision) can be formed. How such estimable ionospheric delays should be interpreted, and the extentto
which they contribute to the precision with which the unbiased TEC can be estimated, are the topics of this contribution.Other
GNSS ionospheric-sensing tools in the literature, like theradio occultation measurements [10], [19], are not considere in this
contribution.
In order to properly interpret the lack of information contet in the GNSS data, we applyS-system theory [20], [21] to
analyse the rank-deficient system of GNSS observation equations. By using a step-wise approach in making this system of
equationsfull-rank, we show how different types of estimable ionospheric functions can be formed and how they are related. As
a further improvement of the multi-frequency GNSS-derivedTEC solution, we introduce and develop the array-aided concept
of multi-frequency TEC determination. Analytical solutions of our array-aided concept are presented, together with adiscussion
on its relevance for TEC determination. This concerns the rol s f time-averaging and time-differencing, of integer ambiguity
resolution, and of the number of frequencies and number of array antennas in determining TEC.
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This contribution is organized as follows. In Sect. II we first treat the rank-deficient GNSS observation equations in two
different ways and express their full-rank models through two different presentations. Although each of these presentatio s leads
to a different ionospheric observable, it is shown that theyare re-parametrized versions of one another. Next to the estimability
of the ionospheric observables, the closed-form expression of their least-squares solutions are presented in Sect. III. These
are followed by their corresponding (co)variance matrices. The solutions of the ionospheric observables overk observational
epochs are decomposed into their time-averaged and time-differenced components to better understand how the GNSS carrier-
phase and code measurements propagate into the solutions. We also generalize the well-known dual-frequency ‘phase to code
levelling’ (PCL) procedure (see e.g. [4], [8], [22], [23]) to he multi-frequency case and show how it is linked to our general
least-squares framework.
In Sect. IV we generalize the single-antenna solutions of the ionospheric observables to those that are obtained by an arr y
of multiple antennas. The corresponding precision improvement is quantified and it is shown how the ionospheric observables
have distinct responses to array ambiguity-resolution [24], [25]. The component of the ionospheric observables that takes an
active role in determining the unbiased TEC solutions is discus ed in Sect. V. By showing that only certain linear combinations
of the observables contribute to the TEC solutions, we warn fo the pitfall that exists when the quality of the TEC solutions
is judged on the basis of the precision of the corresponding io ospheric observables. A summary with conclusions is finally
provided in Sect. VI.
We make use of the following notation: The covariance and dispersion operators are denoted asC(. , .) andD(.), respectively.
ThusC(x,x) = D(x), with x being a random vector. The identity matrix of ordern is denoted asIn. Then-vector of ones
(the summation vector) is denoted byen. Wherever the subscriptn is omitted, the order ofI and the size of the summation
vector e are meant to be equal to the number of GNSS frequenciesf . Thus I = If and e = ef . For the vectorial and
multivariate representations, use is made of the matrix Kronecker product symbolized by⊗ [26].
II. I ONOSPHERIC ESTIMABILITY VIA GNSSDATA
A. GNSS observation equations
Consider the antennar trackingf -frequency GNSS data that are transmitted by the satellites. Assuming a priori corrections
such as the phase wind-up terms are applied, the corresponding observation equations read [27], [28]
φsr,j(t) = −µj ı̇sr(t) + ρsr(t) + asr,j










r,j denote the phase and code observables on the frequency bandfj (j = 1, . . . , f ), respectively. The index
t refers to the epoch at which the observations are collected.The (first-order) slant ionospheric delay, experienced on the




j ). The non-
dispersive delays, including the geometric range, clocks and the troposphere, are denoted byρsr. The real-valued ambiguity
asr,j is expressed in units of range rather in cycles. The lumped term d
s
r,j = dr,j − ds,j contains the receiver and satellite code
biasesdr,j andds,j, respectively. In this study, the ambiguitiesa
s
r,j and code biasesd
s
r,j are assumed constant over time. That
is why the epoch argumentt is omitted. The time-interval within which the ambiguitiesbehave constant is the duration of a
continuous satellite phase arc. In case of the code biases, their intra-day and daily changes have been investigated andreported,
see e.g. [29], [30]. Under the nominal conditions, the code biases can be assumed stable during 1-3 days, see e.g. [3], [5], [8].
Introducing the multi-frequency vector notationφsr = [φ
s
r,1, . . . , φ
s
r,f ]
T , psr = [p
s
r,1, . . . , p
s
r,f ]
T , µ = [µ1, . . . , µf ]T , asr =
[asr,1, . . . , a
s
r,f ]
T , anddsr = [d
s
r,1, . . . , d
s
r,f ]
T , the observation equations (1) can be expressed as
φsr(t) = −µ ı̇sr(t) + e ρsr(t) + asr
psr(t) = +µ ı̇
s






In case one has no particular interest in the non-dispersivedelaysρsr, the geometry-free (GF) combinations are then often
formed to eliminate the stated delays [3]–[5], [8], [9], [31]. The GF combinations are structured by differencing observables on
two different frequencies, upon which only the slant ionospheric delays plus ambiguity/code biases do remain in the obsrvation





















[−1, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T (4)
Note that here the combinations are made by the first two frequenciesj = 1, 2, as it is the case with the GPS dual-frequency
data. In case of multi-frequency data, one can also think of GF combinations of other than the first two frequencies.
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TABLE I
PHASE-DRIVEN ESTIMABLE FUNCTIONS FORMED BY LUMPING THEIR CORRESPONDINGS -BASIS PARAMETERS OF THE FULL-RANK MODEL (11).
Phase-driven ionospheric delays ı̇s
r;φ





















r,2]; j > 2
Estimable code biases ds
r,j;φ







r,2 − (µ2 + µj)a
s
r,1]
S-basis parameters asr,1, a
s
r,2 (s = 1, . . . ,m)
(.)1j = (.)j − (.)1
Great importance has been attached to the GF observables (3), even up to the point that they are sometimes referred to as
the ionospheric observables[32]. With the sole use of the GF combinations, the slant ionospheric delayṡısr cannot however be
separated from the ambiguity/code biasesasr andd
s
r, due to their linear dependency. The GNSS observation equations (2), and
in turn, the ionospheric observables (3) are thus not capable of determining these delays in anbsolutesense. The stated linear
dependency can be tackled though, at the expense of lumping the ambiguity- or the code-biases with the slant ionosphere.
In the following, we show the existence of further linear dependencies among the parameters. These linear dependencies
can be taken care of by lumping aminimumset of parameters as theS ingularity-basis (S-basis) [21], imposing constraints
on the rank-deficient model (2). Upon lumping theS-basis parameters, the model becomes full-rank, thereby making set of
combinedparameters estimable. Various estimable parameters can beform d though, depending on the choice of theS-basis
parameters. The following subsections present two examples of suchS-bases, leading to different estimability for the slant
ionospheric delayṡısr (see Figure 1).
B. Phase-driven estimability
While the ionospheric observables (3) show that the slant ionospheric measurement can be carried out either by the code
data or by the precise carrier-phase data [4], there are sometudies that prefer the phase-based ionospheric observabls so
as to avoid the code mis-modeled effects such as multipath, see e.g. [8] or [9]. In this subsection, we therefore base the
estimability of the GNSS parameters, given in (2), on the phase-only data to see how such estimable slant ionospheric delays
are interpreted. As such an estimability analysis is drivenby the carrier-phase data, the corresponding estimable parameters
are hereafter referred to as thephase-drivenparameters.
Ambiguity decomposition. To make the phase observation equations, given in (2), full-rank, we first make use of the multi-
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in which thef × (f − 2) matrix E is structured by eliminating the first two columns of the identity matrix I. The subscript










Fig. 1. S ingularity-basis mechanism linking the ‘absolute’ unknowparametersx to their ‘estimable’ counterpartsx;φ andx;p. The rank-deficient design






r . By choosing two different
S-bases, the absolute parametersx are mapped to their phase-driven (blue) and code-driven (green) estimable counterpartsx;φ andx;p, respectively. They
are mapped along the direction of the null-space ofL (Null(L) : dashed line) that is orthogonal to the range-space of the transpose ofL, i.e. Range(LT ).
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Application of (5) to the ambiguitiesasr gives
asr = e (µ
T
IF














r , as they have the common coefficientse andµ, respectively. Substituting (7) into the phase observation





asr, gives therefore the full-rankphase-onlymodel
φsr(t) = −µ ı̇sr;φ(t) + e ρsr;φ(t) +Easr;φ (8)













The following important remarks can now be made with respectto the full-rank model (8). First, the phase-driven estimable




that no slip occurs during an arc of one tracked satellite, oncan initially assume that this bias remains constant over time. The
unbiased slant TEC can therefore be retrieved by any estimate of the phase-driven ionospheric delayı̇sr;φ through the so-called
arc-by-arccalibration technique, see e.g. the contribution by [9].
Second, the phase-driven estimable ambiguitiesasr;φ do only appear in the observation equations on the third frequency and
beyond, i.e.j > 2. The ambiguities on the first two frequencies,j = 1, 2, are namely not estimable as they are already chosen
as theS-basis and lumped with the remaining parameters. Note that this is due to the choice ofS-basis of the underlying
model. If one were to choose anotherS-basis (cf. the following subsection) and/or take a different underlying model, such as
the geometry-based models [34], estimable ambiguities (ofdifferent interpretations) would be formed.
Inclusion of the code-data. Although not necessary, let us, for the sake of comparison,include the code observation equations











Substitution into the code observation equations of (2), toge her with the phase-only model (8), gives the phase-and-code
full-rank model
φsr(t) = −µ ı̇sr;φ(t) + e ρsr;φ(t) +Easr;φ
psr(t) = +µ ı̇
s















Table I presents the phase-driven estimable parameters. Accordingly, the ambiguities on the first two frequencies (i.e. asr,1 and
asr,2) are chosen as theS-basis of the full-rank model (11).
C. Code-driven estimability
Biased by the ambiguities, the unlevelled ionospheric delays ı̇sr;φ can be leveled to its code-based counterpart through the
widely-used technique of ‘phase to code levelling’ (PCL), see e.g., [4], [8], [22], [23]. We now base the estimability ofthe
GNSS parameters, given in (2), on the code-only data to see how such estimable slant ionospheric delays are interpreted.Since
such an estimability analysis is driven by the code data, thecorresponding estimable parameters are hereafter referred to as
the code-drivenparameters.
Code-bias decomposition. Instead of the ambiguities, one may apply the multi-frequency matrix identity (5) to the code biases
dsr (compare with 7)
dsr = e (µ
T
IF
















dsr can therefore be,
respectively, lumped withρsr and ı̇
s
r. Substitution of (13) into the code observation equations of (2) results in the following
full-rank code-onlymodel (compare with 8)
psr(t) = +µ ı̇
s
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TABLE II
CODE-DRIVEN ESTIMABLE FUNCTIONS FORMED BY LUMPING THEIR CORRESPONDINGS -BASIS PARAMETERS OF THE FULL-RANK MODEL (16).
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s
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(.)1j = (.)j − (.)1



























dsr. Likewise, the code-driven estimable code-biasesd
s
r;p do only appear in the observation equations
on the third frequency and beyond, i.e.j > 2, since those on the first frequencies are already lumped withthe remaining
parameters.




bias combination is referred to as the ‘differential code bias’ (DCB) which is also known as the inter-frequency bias [5]. Note
that the DCBµT
GF
dsr is specified by its corresponding satellite. The technique,retrieving the slant TEC through the estimates
of the code-driven ionospheric delayı̇sr;p, is therefore known as thesatellite-by-satellitecalibration technique [9].
Inclusion of the phase-data. To see how the code-driven ambiguities are interpreted, wenow include the phase observation
equations in the full-rank model (14). Using the first two expressions of (15), the phase-and-code full-rank model follows
analogous to (11) as
φsr(t) = −µ ı̇sr;p(t) + e ρsr;p(t) + asr;p
psr(t) = +µ ı̇
s















The code-driven estimable parameters are summarized in Table II. Compare the code-drivenS-basis with its phase-driven
counterpart in Table I. While the phase-driven estimable parameters follow by lumping the ambiguities on the first two
frequencies (i.e.asr,1 and a
s




D. Phase- and code-driven estimability compared
In the two previous subsections, the GNSS rank-deficient model (2) was treated in two different ways, giving rise to two
different sets of estimable parameters. Indeed, one can choose another set ofS-basis parameters that differ from those given
in Tables I and II. The structure of the associated full-rankmodel would then also become different from those of (11) and
(16), where its estimable ionospheric parameter would not be identical to the phase-drivenı̇sr;φ, nor to the code-driveṅı
s
r;p.
One should thereforenot directly compare, for instance, theprecisionof such a newly-defined estimable ionospheric parameter
with those ofı̇sr;φ and ı̇
s
r;p. Likewise, the precision of any estimator ofı̇
s
r;φ is not comparable to that of estimators ofı̇
s
r;p, as
they indeed describe twodifferentquantities, i.e.̇ısr;φ 6= ı̇sr;p. They can, however, be linked to one another, would one properly
take the role of other estimable parameters into account. Tosee this, let us re-write the interpretation of the phase-driven










dsr)−µTGF (asr+[µµTGF −eµTIF ]dsr)
= ı̇sr;p(t)− µTGFasr;p
(18)
The first equality follows by adding and subtractingµT
GF
dsr from the first expression of (9), while the second equality follows
from the identitiesµT
GF
µ = 1 andµT
GF
e = 0. The last equality follows, respectively, from the first expression of (15) and
(17). The last equality shows that the phase-driven ionospheric delayı̇sr;φ is linked to its code-driven counterpartı̇
s
r;p through
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TABLE III
THE ONE-TO-ONE TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN THE PHASE-DRIVEN AND CODE-DRIVEN ESTIMABLE PARAMETERS
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0, M , E, 0



























M = µµTGF − eµ
T
IF
the code-driven ambiguityasr;p. In an analogous way, the links between the other sets of estimable parameters can be made,
the output of which results in aone-to-onerelationship between the two sets of estimable parameters (s e Table III).
Such a one-to-one transformation implies that the phase-and-code full-rank models (11) and (16) arere-parametrizedversions
of one another. This shows that both the models contain the sam information, albeit expressed in two different presentations.
Therefore, application of arigorous least-squares adjustment to either (11) or (16) must give the sameTEC results. We discuss
TEC determination in Sect. V.
III. PRECISION OF THE IONOSPHERIC OBSERVABLES
A. Ionospheric observables overk epochs
So far the estimability of the slant ionospheric delays, based on the GNSS data, is discussed. We now take this one step
further by providing the solutions of the estimable slant ioospheric delays. Next to the solutions, their corresponding precision
is also presented.
Given the interpretations attributed to the phase- and code-driv n ionospheric delayṡısr;φ and ı̇
s
r;p (cf. 9 and 15), our earlier
ionospheric observables (3) already providesingle-epochsolutions forı̇sr;φ and ı̇
s
r;p at epocht, that is
Phase-based: ˆ̇ısr;φ(t) = −µTGFφsr(t)





We aim to generalize the above solutions to theirmulti-epochversions over epochst = 1, . . . , k. Since such solutions serve
as input for TEC determination, they are hereafter referredto as theionospheric observablesover k epochs.
Given anm number of satellites (s = 1, . . . ,m), let us define the phase observation vector of antennar as φr =
[φTr,1, . . . ,φ
T
r,f ]
T (of size f times m), whereφr,j = [φ
1
r,j , . . . , φ
m
r,j ]
T, j = 1, . . . , f , with a likewise definition for the code
observation vectorpr. With these settings, the observation equations (2) take the following form
φr(t) = −(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r(t) + (e⊗ Im)ρr(t) + ar





r, . . . , ı̇
m
r ]
T ; ρr = [ρ
1






r,1, . . . , a
m
r,1]






r,1, . . . , d
m
r,1]





To evaluate the precision of the ionospheric solution, one ne ds the precision of the GNSS data through their variance matrix.












with σp being the zenith-referenced standard-deviation of the codobservables. The scalarǫ denotes the phase-to-code variance
ratio. In most GNSS applications, the stated ratio is taken approximately asǫ ≈ 0.0001, since the precision of the phase
observables is almost two orders of magnitude better than its code counterpart. The elevation dependency of the satellites
is captured by them × m diagonal weight matrixWt = diag(w1t , . . . , wmt ) that changes in time as the satellites’ elevation
changes.
The system of equations (20) represents the vectorial form of the rank-deficient model (2). The vectorial forms of the
full-rank models (11) and (16) follow in a similar way.
Definition 1: (Single-antenna full-rank models) Them-satellite,f -frequency vectorial forms of the phase-driven and code-
driven full-rank models (11) and (16) at epocht are, respectively, defined as
φr(t) = −(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r;φ(t) + (e⊗ Im)ρr;φ(t) + (E ⊗ Im)ar;φ
pr(t) = +(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r;φ(t) + (e⊗ Im)ρr;φ(t) + dr;φ
(23)
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and
φr(t) = −(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r;p(t) + (e⊗ Im)ρr;p(t) + ar;p
pr(t) = +(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r;p(t) + (e⊗ Im)ρr;p(t) + (E ⊗ Im)dr;p
(24)
for t = 1, . . . , k. ⊠
The task is to solve thek-epoch full-rank models (23) and (24) forı̇r;φ and ı̇r;p, respectively. To facilitate our derivation, we
first express the solutions in terms of their time-averaged and -differenced components.
Lemma 1: (Time-averaged/-differenced decomposition) Letˆ̇ır;⋄(t) be the solution of the estimable ionospheric delayı̇r;⋄(t)
at epocht obtained by the full-rank models (23) and (24) based onk epochs, with⋄ = {φ, p}. Then, the solution can be
expressed by its time-averaged and -differenced components as follows(t ∈ {1, . . . , k})


























Proof: follows by expanding the definitions (27), together with thesubstitution of (26) into (25).
According to the above lemma, one can solve the time-averaged nd -differenced versions of (23) and (24) forı̇r;⋄(t̄ ) and
ı̇r;⋄(1t), respectively, where⋄ = {φ, p}. Once the solutionṡ̂ır;⋄(t̄ ) andˆ̇ır;⋄(1t) are obtained, the final solutioṅ̂ır;⋄(t) would
then follow as their linear function given by (25). This appears to be appealing, since both the solutionsˆ̇ır;⋄(t̄ ) andˆ̇ır;⋄(1t)
can be shown to beuncorrelated, thereby acting as the independentbuilding blocksof ˆ̇ır;⋄(t). The k-epoch solutions of the
time-averaged and -differenced components are presented below.
Theorem 1:(Ionospheric observables: single-antenna) With reference to the full-rank models (23) and (24), thetime-averaged





⊗ Im)φr(t̄ ), ⋄ = φ
+(µT
GF
⊗ Im)pr(t̄ ), ⋄ = p
(28)
and






; ⋄ = {φ, p} (29)
with µ12 = µ2 − µ1 andσ2φ = ǫ σ2p.












(1 + ǫ)(W−11 + δtlW
−1
t ) (31)
with µ̄ = (1/f)
∑f




j=1(µj − µ̄)2, andγ = (1 + ǫ)2σ2µ + 4ǫµ̄2. The delta Kroneckerδtl is defined as
δtl =
{
1 , t = l
0 , t 6= l (32)
Proof: see Appendix.
Two important remarks should be made with respect to the outcomes of Theorem 1. First, we highlight thedifferencebetween
the time-averaged solutions of the phase- and code-driven ionospheric delays, i.e.̇̂ır;φ(t̄ ) 6= ˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ). The solution ofı̇r;φ(t̄ )
is fully driven by the phase-only data, whereas that ofı̇r;p(t̄ ) is fully driven by the code-only data. This is also the case with
their precision, as their variance matrices are related by
D(̂ı̇r;φ(t̄) ) = ǫD(̂ı̇r;p(t̄ )) (33)
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Observational epoch



















































































































































Fig. 2. Standard-deviation [TECU] of the time-differencedslant ionospheric solution (green lines) compared to thoseof the code-driven (red lines) and
phase-driven (blue lines) solutions over epochst = 1, . . . , k (k = 100). Left: PRN 25, GPS L1, L2 scenario (f = 2); Right: PRN 25, GPS L1, L2, L5
scenario (f = 3). The values follow by settingσp = 30 [cm] ≈ 1.85 [TECU], ǫ = 0.0001. The satellite elevationθst [deg] is depicted in grey dashed
lines, where use is made of the exponential elevation weights wst = [1 + 10 exp(−θ
s
t /10)]
−2 [35]. The standard-deviations of the time-averaged solutions
(code-driven:0.40 [TECU], phase-driven:0.04 [TECU]) dominate those of the ionospheric solutions.
The root of these differences lies in the different interpretations assigned to the estimable ionospheric parameters.The phase-
driven ionospheric delaẏır;φ(t̄ ) is biased by the ambiguities, while the code-driven ionospheric delayı̇r;p(t̄ ) is biased by the
code-biases (cf. 9 and 15). It is therefore evident that neither he least-squares solutions of two different quantities nor their
precision are the same.
Second, we highlight thequality of the time-differenced solutions of the phase- and code-driven ionospheric delays, i.e.
ˆ̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t). This is also what one would expect, since the stated ambiguity- and code-biases are eliminated from the
estimable ionospheric delays, once the time-differencingis applied. The quantitieṡır;φ(1t) and ı̇r;p(1t) do in fact describe the
same thing, namely, the time-differenced component of theunbiasedionospheric delays, that is
ı̇r;φ(1t) = ı̇r;p(1t) = ı̇r(t)− ı̇r(1) (34)
Their corresponding solutions should therefore be the sames well.
In the following, a few applications of Theorem 1 are presented, and the link to the well-known PCL procedure is also
established.
B. Slant ionospheric precision
As an important application of Theorem 1, one can evaluate the precision of the slant ionospheric solutionsˆ̇ır;φ(t) and
ˆ̇ır;p(t) that is presented below.
Corollary 1: (Precision of the ionospheric observables: single-antenna) With reference to the full-rank models (23) and (24),
the (co)variance matrices of the phase-driven and code-driv n ionospheric observables are given by(⋄ = {φ, p})














Proof: Follows by an application of the variance propagation law to(25), together with the equalities (29) and (31).
The above corollary shows that the precision of the phase-driv n ionospheric observableŝı̇r;φ is governed by the precision of
the carrier-phase data (i.e.σ2φ), whereas that of the code-driven ionospheric observablesˆ̇ır;p is dominated by the poor precision
of the code data (i.e.σ2p). Note also that the difference in their precision is only due to the difference in the precision of their
time-averaged components (cf. 29).
Figure 2 shows values of the standard-deviation of the solutionsˆ̇ır;⋄(t) (⋄ = {φ, p}) over epochst = 1, . . . , k (k = 100). The
standard-deviation changes as the elevation of the satellite changes. The higher the elevation, the smaller the standard-deviation
becomes. The significant difference between the standard-deviation of the code-driven solutionŝı̇r;p(t) (red lines) and that of
their time-differencê̇ır;p(1t) (green lines) is remarkable. The standard-deviation ofˆ̇ır;p(t) is almost 10 times larger than that
of ˆ̇ır;p(1t), as it is dominated by the code-based precision of the time-averaged solution̂̇ır;p(t̄ ) (around 0.4 [TECU]). Note
also that switching from the dual-frequency setup (left-panel) to the triple-frequency setup (right-panel) does not improve the
precision of̂ı̇r;p(t) by much. In contrast to the code-driven solutionˆ̇ır;p(t), the precision of the phase-driven solutionˆ̇ır;φ(t)
(blue lines) is almost at the same level as that of their time-diff rencêı̇r;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t), i.e. 10 times better than the precision
of ˆ̇ır;p(t). Would this mean that the phase-driven ionospheric solutions are preferred over their code-driven counterparts? Is
the contribution of the additional frequency to TEC determination also marginal? We come back to these when we show how
each of the solutions contributes to TEC determination (cf.Sect. V).
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C. Phase-only solution
The (co)variance matrices, given in (31), show that the time-diff renced component solutioṅ̂ır;⋄(1t) (with ⋄ = {φ, p}) is
driven by the precision of the phase data, i.e.σ2φ = ǫ σ
2
p, whereσφ denotes the zenith-referenced standard-deviation of the
phase observables. One may then wonder as to whether it is possible to find a solution foṙır;⋄(1t) that is obtained by the
phase-data only. The answer is affirmative. Such a solution follows by zero-weighting the contribution of the code observables,
i.e. by settingσp → ∞ or equivalentlyǫ → 0.
Corollary 2: (Phase-only time-differenced solution) The phase-only solutions of the time-differenced ionospheric parameters












Proof: Follows by settingǫ → 0 and (ǫσ2p) → σ2φ in (30) and (31).
The phase-only solution of (36) is of particular importance, since it is exempted from any code mis-modeled effects suchas
multipath. Note that the structure of the phase-only solutin (36) is simplified in thedual-frequencysetup (f = 2). In that
case, the solution becomes the straightforward GF combination of the phase observables, i.e.






, when f = 2 (39)
D. Relation to the PCL procedure
Theorem 1 outlines steps towards computing the multi-epochslant ionospheric solutions. Given the observablesφr(t) and
pr(t) (t = 1, . . . , k), one can compute the componentsˆ̇ır;⋄(t̄ ) andˆ̇ır;⋄(1t), respectively, through (28) and (30). Substitution
into (25) gives therefore the least-squares solution for the estimable ionospheric delaysı̇r;φ(t) andı̇r;p(t). Through these steps,
no mention of the widely-used ‘phase to code levelling’ (PCL) procedure has been made. Playing a prominent role in obtaining
the slant ionospheric solutions however, the absence of thePCL procedure appears to be quite surprising. One would therefore
expect that the PCL solution must fit into the general least-squares framework presented in Theorem 1. To address this, we
make a start by the vectorial representation of (18) as




We now follow [8, Sect. 2] to obtain the PCL solution. The phase-based single-epoch solution forı̇r;φ(t) is given by (cf. 19)
ˆ̇ır;φ(t) = −(µTGF ⊗ Im)φr(t) (41)
As the above phase-driven ionospheric solution is biased bythe ambiguities, it is referred to as the ‘unleveled’ solution.
This solution is leveled to the code observables, would the unknown ambiguity-biasar;p be estimated. The ambiguity-bias is
estimated by the time-average of the phase-plus-code observations
(µT
GF
⊗ Im)âr;p = (µTGF ⊗ Im)(φr(t̄ ) + pr(t̄ )) (42)
where the averaging takes its simplest form by assuming no elevation-weighting, i.e.Wt = Im (t = 1, . . . , k). According
to (40), the PCL solution follows by adding the ambiguity solution (42) to the unlevelled solution (41). Doing so, the PCL
solution follows as















Compare the PCL solution (43) with (25). Both are identical in structure. In fact, the PCL solution (43) follows from (25)by
setting
⋄ → p, ,Wt → Im, ˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ) → (µTGF ⊗ Im)pr(t̄ ) (44)
and
ˆ̇ır;p(1t) → −(µTGF ⊗ Im)φr(1t) (45)
But this is the solution that is obtained by the phase-only time-differenced component (38). We therefore arrive at the following
corollary.









Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the array-aided GNSS ionospheric sensing. The distance between the antennas are short enough so that almost thesame
ionospheric delays, of each satellite, are experienced by all the antennas.
Corollary 3: (PCL solution) The ‘phase to code levelling’ (PCL) solutionf the estimable ionospheric delayı̇r;p(t) follows
as a special case of the general solution (25), if
1) The data are restricted to dual-frequency(f = 2).
2) The time-differenced solutioṅ̂ır;p(1t) is obtained by the phase-only data.
3) No elevation weighting is applied, i.e.Wt = Im. ⊠
Therefore, the general solution (25) encompasses the PCL solution as a special case. We remark that there are some studie
applying the PCL procedure with an elevation weighting strategy, see e.g. [23]. In such cases, the last condition of Corollary 3
becomes obsolete. With the outcomes of Corollary 3, we indeed generalize the PCL technique to itsmulti-frequencyversion,
i.e. whenf > 2. Accordingly, the multi-frequency PCL solution is structured by the phase-only time-differenced component
ˆ̇ır;p(1t) = ˆ̇ır;φ(1t) and the code-driven time-averaged componentˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ).
IV. T HE ARRAY-AIDED CONCEPT
A. Array-aided ionospheric observables
So far we restricted our ionospheric precision analysis to the single-antenna full-rank models (23) and (24). We now consider
the case where(n−1) additional antennas are setup in the vicinity of the single-antennar, thus forming ann-dimensional array
of multiple antennas (Figure 3). As shown by previous contribu ions, such an array-based setup proves to be very beneficial
to GNSS precise positioning and integrity monitoring, see e.g. [25], [36]–[38]. We now explore the potential benefits ofusing
the array-based setup for TEC determination. For the wholen array antennas, the array observation matrices are defined as
Φ = [φ1, . . . ,φn] andP = [p1, . . . ,pn]. The distances between the antennas are assumed to be short enough so that thesame
ionospheric delays, of each satellite, are experienced by all the antennas. Depending on the applications and the environmental
conditions, the maximum allowed distance between the antennas may vary. The multivariate formulation of the observation
equations (20) reads then
Φ(t) = −(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r(t)eTn + (e⊗ Im)ρ(t) +A
P (t) = +(µ⊗ Im) ı̇r(t)eTn + (e⊗ Im)ρ(t) +D
(46)
where
ρ = [ρ1, . . . ,ρn]; D = [d1, . . . ,dn]
A = [a1, . . . ,an]
(47)
The multivariate observation equations (46) can be linked to the single-antenna full-rank models (23) and (24) throughan





in which then× (n− 1) matrix Dn denotes the between-antenna differencing matrix [39]. Then-v ctorur contains zeros,
except itsrth element equal to 1. Then× (n−1) matrixCn is structured by eliminating therth column of the identity matrix
In. Thus bothur andCn form the columns ofIn. Application of (48) to the observation matrices gives
Φ(t)[ur,Dn] = [φr(t), Φ(t)Dn]
P (t)[ur,Dn] = [pr(t), P (t)Dn]
(49)
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This shows that the provision of(n − 1) extra antennas extends the single-antenna observationsφr andpr by the between-
antenna differenced observationsΦDn andPDn. The single-antenna full-rank models (23) and (24) are thereforeaidedby
the extra observation equations
Φ(t)Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(t)Dn +ADn
P (t)Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(t)Dn +DDn
(50)
The above equations follow through post-multiplying (46) by Dn, along witheTnDn = 0.
As shown, the extra observation equations (50) donot contain the ionospheric parametersı̇r. One may then wonder how
these equations can aid the single-antenna observation equations (23) and (24). The answer lies in theirnon-zerocorrelation
with (23) and (24). It is this non-zero correlation that improves the precision of the single-antenna solutionsˆ̇ır;φ and ˆ̇ır;p.
The unknown parameters, involved in (50), can be further eliminated by forming linear combinations ofΦDn andPDn.
Such linear combinations increase the single-antenna model’s redundancyby imposing redundantconditionson the ionospheric
solutions. For instance, consider the GF combinationµT
GF
psq(1t) of the aiding antennaq, q 6= r (cf. 19). Sinceı̇sq = ı̇sr, this
combination has thesamemean as that of its counterpart of the antennar, that is
µT
GF
{psq(1t)− psr(1t)} = µTGFpsq(1t)− µTGFpsr(1t)
= ı̇sq(1t)− ı̇sr(1t) = 0
(51)
These linear combinations are examples of thecondition equations[40]. Imposing these equations on the solutions (28) and
(30) does further adjust them, thereby improving their precision. The multivariate ionospheric condition equations are presented
below.
Lemma 2: (Array-aided ionospheric condition equations) Thek- poch single-antenna ionospheric solutions (28) and (30)
are aided by the following array’s condition equations
(DTf ⊗DTm)Φ(t̄ )Dn = (DTf Λ⊗ Im−1)Z
(DTf ⊗DTm)P (t̄ )Dn = 0
(52)
and
(P (1t)−Φ(1t))Dn = 0
(DTf ⊗ Im)(ǫP (1t) +Φ(1t))Dn = 0
(53)
for t = 2, . . . , k.
The integer-valued ambiguity matrixZ is defined as
Z := (Λ−1 ⊗DTm)ADn (54)
with the f × f diagonal matrixΛ containing the wavelengths that transform the ambiguitiesA from units of range to cycles.
Df andDm are the between-frequency and between-satellite differencing matrices, respectively.
Proof: see Appendix.
So as to show the contribution of the array to the ionosphericsolutions, the array-aided ionospheric condition equations
are partitioned into the time-averaged and -differenced components. Note also the presence of the unknown, but integer-
valued, double-differenced ambiguitiesZ in the first expression of (52). As long as these ambiguities remain unresolved, the
corresponding condition equations do not contribute to theionospheric solutions. One may therefore aim to resolveZ by
performing ‘ambiguity-resolution’ [24], [25]. We hereafter distinguish the following two different solutions:
• Fixed-solution: It refers to those that are obtained by assuming the integer-valued parametersZ are resolved and known.
• Float-solution: It refers to those that are obtained by assuming the integer-valued parametersZ remain unknown.
In the following, the fixed solutions are distinguished by the .̌-symbol from their float counterparts. The float solutions are
indicated by thê.-symbol as before. Whenever needed, we use the discriminating notation(.)ARY for the array-aided solutions.
If there is no reason for confusion, we will use the same notation for both the single-antenna and array-aided solutions.The
role played by the array-aided condition equations, in improving the ionospheric solutions, is quantified below.
Theorem 2:(Ionospheric observables: array-aided) Extending the full-rank models (23) and (24) by the condition equations
(52) and (53), the array-aidedtime-averagedsolution of ı̇r;⋄(t̄ ) and its variance matrix are given as
Float: ˆ̇ı
ARY
r;⋄ (t̄ ) =
{





ˆ̇ır̄;p(t̄ ); ⋄ = p
Fixed: ˇ̇ı
ARY











ˆ̇ır̄;p(t̄ ); ⋄ = p
(55)



































































Fig. 4. Array’s contribution to the single-antenna ionospheric observableŝ̇ır;φ(t) and ˆ̇ır;p(t). The role of array ambiguity resolution in improving the
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D(̂ı̇r;p(t̄ )); ⋄ = p
Fixed: D(̌ı̇
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D(̂ı̇r;p(t̄ )); ⋄ = p
(56)
While the array-aidedtime-differencedsolutions ofı̇r;⋄(1t) and their (co)variance matrices are given as
ˇ̇ı
ARY
r;⋄ (1t) = ˆ̇ı
ARY











The antenna-averaging operator is defined as(.)r̄ = 1n
∑n












= Im −Pem (59)
Proof: see Appendix.
Theorem 2 conveys five important messages (see Figure 4). First, the array-aided solutionšı̇
ARY
r;p (t̄ ) andˇ̇ı
ARY
r;φ (t̄ ) do not follow
as an ‘antenna-averaged’ version of the single-antenna solutions ˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ) and ˆ̇ır;φ(t̄ ). Pre-multiplying the second and third
expressions of (55) byDTm, together withD
T





= DTm, gives, however, a different picture for their




r;⋄ (t̄ ) = D
T
m
ˆ̇ır̄;⋄(t̄ ); ⋄ = {φ, p} (60)
Thus, only for their between-satellite differenced combinations, antenna-averaging applies. This is what one would expect.
Due to the presence of theunknownbetween-antenna receiver biasesADn andDDn, introduced in (50), the extra antennas’
data cannot fully contribute to the ionospheric solutions.This notion is visualised in Figure 5 (a) where the between-antenna
receiver DCBsDDn are depicted as the blue blocks. As these biases are eliminated through between-satellite differencing, the
between-satellite differenced combinations of the extra antennas’ data would however contribute to the ionospheric solutions.
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Fig. 5. Visualisation of the between-satellite (a) and between-epoch (b) differences of the array-aided ionospheric solutions. Taking antennar as reference,
the between-antenna receiver DCBsDDn are depicted as the blue blocks. Thus there is no blue block (i.e. between-antenna receiver DCBs) for antenna






(l = 1, . . . , n) would then representn







(1) (l = 1, . . . , n).




r;p (1t) simply follow from
the ‘antenna-averaged’ version of their single-antenna counterpartŝı̇r;φ(1t) and ˆ̇ır;p(1t). This is because of the underlying
assumption stating that the ambiguity and code biasesA andD behaveconstantin time. To better appreciate this, we illustrate
the corresponding mechanism in Figure 5 (b). As these biasesre eliminated through between-epoch differencing, the time-
differenced combinations of the extra antennas’ data fullycontribute to the ionospheric solutions. Since the time-differenced
componentŝ̇ır;p(1t) (r = 1, . . . , n) representn quantities (of the same mean), their array-aided version follows as their
‘antenna-average’.
Third, according to (56), the precision of the array-aided solution ˇ̇ı
ARY
r;p (t̄ ) outperforms that of the single-antenna solution
ˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ). Since the code-driven time-averaged solutions contain information on the satellite DCBs (cf. Table II), the precision
of corresponding array-aided satellite DCB solutions doesalso outperform its single-antenna counterpart. Similar to the first
remark (cf. 60), the array-aided satellite DCBs donot, however, follow as the ‘antenna-average’ of their single-antenna versions.
Thus only for their between-satellite differences, antenna-averaging applies.
Fourth, the time-averaged solutionsˆ̇ır;φ(t̄ ) andˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ) are shown to have completely different responses to array ambiguity-
resolution. While the float code-driven solutionˆ̇ı
ARY
r;p (t̄ ) remainsunaffectedafter ambiguity-resolution, that of the phase-driven
ˆ̇ı
ARY
r;φ (t̄ ) improves to its fixed counterpart. The float code-driven soluti n ˆ̇ı
ARY
r;p (t̄ ) has already benefited from the data of the
extra(n− 1) antennas (1 . . . , r−1, r+1, . . . , n). Thus, there is no difference between its float and fixed solutions. The phase-
driven solutionˆ̇ı
ARY
r;φ (t̄ ) does, however, not benefit from the data of the extra antennas, unless array ambiguity-resolution is
applied.





r;p (1t) are insensitiveto array ambiguity-resolution. To
address this, we recall that the ambiguity condition equationsZ (first expression of 52) are functions of the time-averaged
data. Being uncorrelated with the time-differenced data, they do thereforenot contribute to the time-differenced solutions.
B. Improved precision of the ionospheric observables




r;p (t) can be evaluated by an application of Theorem 2.
Corollary 4: (Precision of the ionospheric observables: array-aided) Ai ed by the condition equations (52) and (53), the full
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TABLE IV
NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS OF THE IONOSPHERIC STANDARD DEVIATION (63),AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF ARRAY ANTENNASn FOR A GPS
DUAL -FREQUENCY(L1/L2) DATA -SET, WITH σp ≈ 1.85 (TECU),σ2φ = ǫ σ
2
p (ǫ = 0.0001), AND m = 8. THE RESULTS ARE PRESENTED FOR THE
NUMBERS OF EPOCHSk = 1 AND k = 100.
No. of antennas(n) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
σˆ̇ıs
r;φ
[TECU] (k = 1) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
Float σˆ̇ıs
r;φ
[TECU] (k = 100) 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
σˇ̇ıs
r;φ
[TECU] (k = 1) 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Fixed σˇ̇ıs
r;φ
[TECU] (k = 100) 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
σˇ̇ısr;p
= σˆ̇ısr;p
[TECU] (k = 1) 4.05 3.04 2.61 2.37 2.22 2.11 2.02 1.96 1.91
Float/Fixed σˇ̇ısr;p = σˆ̇ısr;p
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−1}; ⋄ = p
(62)
with m∗=eTmW̄em.
Proof: Follows by an application of the variance propagation law to(25), together with the equalities (56) and (58).
To gain some numerical insight into the precision improvement, brought by employing an array of antennas, the following
example is presented.
Example 1:We recall that the square-root of a diagonal element of the variance matrixD(̂ı̇r;⋄(t)) represents the standard
deviation of an individual solutioṅ̂ısr;⋄(t). Let us now assume that no elevation-weighting is applied toa dual-frequency GPS
(L1/L2) data-set (i.e.Wt = Im). Through (61) and the equalityD(̂ı̇r;⋄(t)) = C(̂ı̇r;⋄(t), ˆ̇ır;⋄(t)), the stated standard deviation,
over k epochs, can be given by
σˆ̇ıs
r;φ





(1 + ǫ)} 12
σˇ̇ıs
r;φ









(1 + ǫ)} 12
σˇ̇ısr;p = σˆ̇ısr;p









(1 + ǫ)} 12
(63)
We setσp = 30 cm≈ 1.85 TEC unit (TECU) withσ2φ = ǫ σ2p (ǫ = 0.0001), as each TECU roughly causes 16.2 cm slant delay
on L1 of GPS [8]. In case of GPS L1 and L2 frequencies, the coeffici ntsµ1 = 1 andµ2 = 1.6469 yield µ12 ≈ 0.6469.
The number of visible satellites is set tom = 8. Given these settings, the numerical evaluations of (63), as a function of
the number of array antennas, are presented in Table IV. Notethat these values represent the ‘precision’ of the observables
andnot their ‘accuracy’. Their accuracy is further affected by thepotential presence of the mis-modeled effects such as e.g.,
multipath.
As shown, the standard deviations of the phase-driven solutions are smaller than their code-driven counterparts (two orders
of magnitude). This corresponds to the square-root of the phase-to-code variance ratioǫ, i.e.
√
ǫ = 0.01. In the single-epoch
casek = 1, increasing the number of aiding antennasn does not improve the precision of the float phase-driven solutions.
For the multi-epoch casek = 100 however, the stated precision improves as the number of antennas increases. Applying array
ambiguity-resolution, an increase inn results in the precision improvement of the fixed phase-driven solutions for both the
single-epoch casek = 1 and the multi-epoch casek = 100. In case of the code-driven solutions, increasing the number of
antennas ton = 9 gives rise to a 50% reduction in the size of the correspondingstandard deviation.
V. A RRAY’ S RELEVANCE FORTEC DETERMINATION
In the previous section, the precision of the ionospheric observables was shown to be improved by extending the data of a
single antenna to those of an array of nearby antennas (Figure 3). These ionospheric observables are the least-squares solutions
of the estimable slant ionospheric delays, formed by choosing a set of GNSS parameters as theS-basis (cf. Sect. II). We
also showed that choosing differentS-bases leads to different ionospheric observables ofdifferent precision. For instance, the
precision of the phase-driven observablesˆ̇ır;φ is governed by the very precise phase data, whereas that of the code-driven
observableŝ̇ır;p is dominated by the rather poor precision of the code data.
In the context of TEC determination, such precision dependency on the choice ofS-basis may lead one to be inclined to
prefer the phase-driven ionospheric observables over their code-driven counterparts, see e.g. [41], [42]. It should,however, be
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remarked that what matters is in fact the way these observables are mapped to the unknown TEC sought. This becomes clear,
would one adopt an external ionospheric model to capture both the spatial and temporal characteristics of the ionosphere.
A. Single-layer model
Next to the other ionospheric models as used in the literature [31], a popular ionospheric model for TEC determination is
the single-layer modelwhich is also known as the thin-shell model, see e.g. [2], [4], [5], [9], [43]–[45]. Let the ionosphere be
represented by a thin shell at a fixed height above the Earth. The vertical TECνsr , experienced in the radial direction of the
shell, can then be considered as a mapped version of the unbiased slant TEĊısr,





for the time intervals
t = (l − 1)τ+1, . . . , l τ ; l = 1, . . . ,K (65)
with Msr being an ionospheric mapping function andτ being the refreshing interval. The known coefficientsbsr,u (u = 1, . . . , q)
form the ionospheric basis functions. In case of world-wideTEC determination, these basis functions often take the form
of spherical harmonic functions [5]. For regional-scale TEC determination, other forms of the basis functions, such asthe
polynomial functions are also taken [45]. The unknown coefficientsc
l,u
(u = 1, . . . , q) are assumed to be piece-wise constant
in time. According to (65), the observational time-spant = 1, . . . , k is partitioned intoK time intervals, thusk = Kτ . The
coefficientsc
l,u
are therefore constant within thelth time interval of (65).
B. Solution of the unbiased TEC
To quantify how the ionospheric observablesˆ̇ır;φ andˆ̇ır;p contribute to the TEC solution, we again make use of the vectorial
presentation. The vectorial version of (64) can be expressed by
ı̇r(t) = Bl(t) cl ; t = (l − 1)τ+1, . . . , l τ (66)
where
Bl = [b1, . . . , bq]; cl = [cl,1 , . . . , cl,q ]
T
bu = [M1r b1r,u, . . . ,Mmr bmr,u]T
(67)
Using the interpretations given in (9) and (15), the ionospheric observableṡ̂ır;φ andˆ̇ır;p are linked to the model (66) as follows






⊗ Im)ar, ⋄ = φ
+(µT
GF
⊗ Im)dr, ⋄ = p
(69)
Thus when the phase-driven solution is taken, the unknown bias vector∇;φ represents the GF combinations of ambiguities
ar. In case of the code-driven solution,∇;p would represent those of the code biasesdr.
Definition 2: (Single-layer full-rank models) Collecting equations (68) of all the K time intervals, the phase-driven and































whereA = (eτ ⊗ Im), c = [cT1 , . . . , cTK ]T and
B[1] = [B1, 0, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 0]
B[l] = [0, . . . , 0,Bl, 0, . . . , 0]
B[K] = [0, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 0,BK ]
(71)
for l = 1, . . . ,K. The observation vectoṙ̂ır;⋄[l] contains all the solutionṡ̂ır;⋄(t) within the lth time interval (65). ⊠
With the full-rank model (70), we are now in a position to present the least-squares solution forc, thus for its linear functions,
namely, the unbiased slant TEĊır.
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y = Lx (cf. 20)
GNSS-model
Phase-Driven Code-Driven
y = L;φ x;φ (cf. 23) y = L;p x;p (cf. 24)
Single-layer model
x = B c (cf. 66)
y = Lx (cf. 20)
GNSS-model
Unbiased slant TEC
x̂ = B ĉ (cf. 73)
Parametrized GNSS-model
y = LB c
x̂;φ,D(x̂;φ) x̂;p,D(x̂;p)
Fig. 6. Diagram showing the invariance property of the TEC solutions irrespective of the types of the ionospheric observables, provided that the inverse of
the variance matrices of the observables is taken as the weight matrix of the underlying least-squares adjustment. SuchTEC solutions are identical to those
obtained by parametrizing the GNSS model (20) using the single-layer model (66) and determining the TEC solutions in onego.
Theorem 3:(Invariance property of the TEC solutions) Irrespective ofwhether the phase-driven ionospheric observablesˆ̇ır;φ
or their code-driven counterpartŝı̇r;p are taken as the input, the full-rank model (70) results in a unique set of least-squares
normal equations
Nĉ = y, with D(ĉ) =
σ2φ
nfγ
(1 + ǫ)N−1 (72)
with γ = (1 + ǫ)2σ2µ + 4ǫµ̄
2.
The normal matrixN and its right-hand side vectory are given in (102) (Appendix). The right-hand side vectory is a function
of the time-differenced componentsˆ̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t) only, thereby invariant for the choice of observablesˆ̇ır;⋄ (⋄ = {φ, p}).
Proof: see Appendix.
According to Theorem 3, it is the time-differenced components ˆ̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t) that govern the least-squares solutionsĉl
and any linear functions thereof, including the slant TEC soluti ns (cf. 66)
ˆ̇ır(t) = Bl(t) ĉl ; t = (l − 1)τ+1, . . . , l τ (73)
Thus, the difference in the precision of the phase- and code-driv n ionospheric observables (cf. 61) isnot relevant to TEC
determination. No matter which set ofS-basis is chosen, the TEC solutionˆ̇ır(t) and its precision remain invariant, provided
that arigorous least-squares adjustment is applied. The term ‘rigorous’ refers to case where the inverse of the variance matrices
of the observables, i.e.D(̂ı̇;φ) andD(̂ı̇;p), is taken as the weight matrix of the underlying least-squares djustment. Such TEC
solutions are identical to those obtained by parametrizingthe GNSS model (20) using the single-layer model (66) (Figure 6).
With such a parameterized model, the underlying ionospheric rank-deficiency would vanish, thereby allowing one to determine
the unbiased TEC parameters in one go.
As the second expression of (72) shows, the precision ofĉ
l
and therefore that of the TEC solution̂ı̇r(t) are governed by
the precision of the phase data. Both the number of frequenciesf and the number of antennasn also play a prominent role in
improving the precision of the TEC. To show the role of the number of frequenciesf on the TEC precision, let us first make
some approximation. Neglecting the small valueǫ, one gets in (72) the approximationγ ≈ σ2µ. Therefore the TEC variance





where the notatioṅ∝ means ‘almost proportional to’. Thus next to the carrier-phase varianceσ2φ, it also depends on the number
of antennasn, number of frequenciesf and the dispersion of the frequency bandsσ2µ. The larger the frequency band spacing,
the larger the quantityσ2µ, thus the smaller the TEC variance becomes. As the TEC variance is reversely proportional ton and
f , the TEC variance decreases as the number of antennas/frequencies increases. We remark that (74) holds for the ‘first-order’
term of the slant ionospheric delays as introduced in (1). The other ionospheric higher-order effects [46] are not considered
here. The following example provides further numerical insight.
Example 2:(Bi-quadratic basis functions) Let the vertical TECνsr , in (64), be represented by a bi-quadratic expansion [9]
νsr = cl,1+x
s
r cl,2 + y
s





















r , i.e. q = 6. They are formed as
xsr = (α
s − αr) cos(βr), ysr = (βs − βr) (76)
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Fig. 7. Standard-deviation [TECU] of the slant TEĈı̇
s
r obtained by the bi-quadratic basis functions (75) for the GPS dual-frequency L1,L2 (Left) and GPS
triple-frequency L1,L2,L5 scenarios (Right).Top: single-antenna mode (n = 1); Bottom: array-aided mode (n = 9). The values follow by settingσp ≈ 1.85
[TECU], ǫ = 0.0001, and the refreshing intervalτ = 2.5 [min]. The satellite elevationθst [deg] is depicted in grey dashed lines, where use is made of the
exponential elevation weightswst = [1 + 10 exp(−θ
s
t /10)]
−2 [35]. The observational sampling rate is 30 seconds, thusk = 320 epochs= 160 minutes.
whereα andβ, respectively, denote the longitude and latitude of the ionospheric piercing point (IPP) of their corresponding








with R andH = 450 [km] being the mean Earth’s radius and height of the layer, respectively. The anglesz andz′ denote the
zenith angles to the satellite through the receiver and its IPP, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the standard deviations of the correspondingslant TECˆ̇ı
s
r over time for a GPS data-set of 160 minutes. The
observational sampling rate is 30 seconds, thusk = 320 epochs. The zigzag pattern, highlighted in the figure, is attributed to
the chosen refreshing intervalτ = 5 epochs= 2.5 minutes, thusK = 64. The largest standard deviations belong to the satellite
with the lowest elevation, i.e. PRN04 (red lines), while thesmallest ones belong to the satellite with the highest elevation,
PRN09 (green lines). This results from the elevation-dependent weight matricesWt.
In the top panel of the figure, the results of the single-antenna mode (n = 1) are given. For the dual-frequency case (left),
the standard deviations range from 0.54 to 0.85 [TECU]. These values, respectively, drop to 0.37 and 0.65 [TECU] for the
triple-frequency case (right). In the bottom panel of the figure, the results of the array-aided mode (n = 9) are given. In
agreement with the analytical expressions (72), the corresponding standard-deviations decreases by a factor of
√
9 = 3, thereby
obeying the 1-over-
√
n rule. In case of the triple-frequency scenario (f = 3), aided by 9 array antennas, the largest standard
deviation is about0.22 [TECU], presenting a significant improvement over its single-antenna dual-frequency version, i.e.0.85
[TECU].
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution themulti-frequencyestimability and precision analysis of GNSS ionospheric sensing was presented for
the first time. A diagram summarizing the main outcomes of theestimability and precision analysis of the GNSS-derived
TEC solutions is given in Figure 8 (a). It was demonstrated that choosing differentS-bases leads to different ionospheric
observables. Two suchS-bases were chosen to eliminate the rank-deficiencies in theGNSS model (20), thus resulting in
the two different full-rank models (23) and (24). These two mdels represent two different estimable ionospheric parameters,
namely 1) the phase-driven parametersı̇r;φ (cf. 9) and 2) the code-driven parametersı̇r;p (cf. 15). Their interpretations are
provided in Tables I and II. Through the one-to-one correspondence (Table III), it was demonstrated that the two models contain
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y = Lx (cf. 20)
GNSS-model
Phase-Driven Code-Driven
y = L;φ x;φ (cf. 23) y = L;p x;p (cf. 24)
Table III⇐=====⇒x;φ = T x;p x;p = T−1 x;φ
Lemma 1⇐=====⇒F (x;φ(1t), x;φ(t̄ )) = x;φ(t) x;p(t) = F (x;p(t̄ ), x;p(1t))
x̂;φ(t̄ ) 6= x̂;p(t̄ ) (cf. 28)
x̂;φ(1t) = x̂;p(1t) (cf. 30)
Phase-only solution
x̂;φ(1t) = x̂;p(1t) (cf. 36) x̂;p(t) = F (x̂;p(t̄ ), x̂;p(1t))
PCL solution (multi-frequency)
Single-layer model
x = B c (cf. 66)
x̂;φ = B c+ A∇;φ (cf. 70) x̂;p = B c + A∇;p (cf. 70)
Unbiased slant TEC
x̂ = B ĉ (cf. 73)
y = Lx (cf. 20)
GNSS-model
Single-layer model
x = B c (cf. 66)
Parametrized GNSS-model
y = LB c
Unbiased slant TEC
x̂ = B ĉ (cf. 73)
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. (a): Diagram summarizing the main outcomes of the estimability and precision analysis of the GNSS-derived TEC soluti ns. (b): Parametrizing the
GNSS model using the single-layer model and determining theTEC solutions in one go. The contribution of the time-averagd components is highlighted by
the red arrows, whereas that of the time-differenced components is depicted by the blue arrows.
the same information. Working with any of the two forms of estimable ionospheric parameters must therefore result in the
sameTEC outcomes, provided that the TEC-estimation process is based on aproperly weightedleast-squares adjustment. The
TEC-estimation must therefore be based on arigorous application of the BLUE (best linear unbiased estimation) principle. It
is therefore the inverse of the variance matricesD(̂ı̇;φ) andD(̂ı̇;p) that need to be taken as weight matrix of the underlying
least-squares adjustment. If the weight matrix is not properly chosen, the stated invariance in the TEC determination is ot
necessarily preserved and outcomes may be obtained that depen on the arbitrarily chosenS-basis.
To help facilitate our precision analysis, the ionosphericobservableṡ̂ır;φ andˆ̇ır;p were decomposed into their time-averaged
and time-differenced components (Lemma 1), with their single-antenna multi-epoch analytical solution given in Theorem 1.
The solutions of their time-differenced components were shown to be identical, i.e.̂̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t). This is in agreement
with the fact that the time-differenced components of both the phase- and code-driven ionospheric parameters describethe
same quantity, i.e. the time-differences of the unbiased slant ionospheric delays (cf. 34). The solutions of their time-av raged
components are different however. The root of this difference lies in the different interpretations assigned to the estimable
ionospheric parameters. The phase-driven ionospheric delay ı̇r;φ(t̄ ) is biased by the ambiguities (cf. 9), while the code-driven
ionospheric delaẏır;p(t̄ ) is biased by the code-biases (cf. 15). It therefore follows that neither their least-squares solution nor
their precision are the same. As a consequence, the precision of the phase-driven observablesˆ̇ır;φ is governed by the very
precise phase data, whereas that of the code-driven observal sˆ̇ır;p is dominated by the rather poor precision of the code data.
We also presented the phase-only solution as a special case.In doing so we generalized the widely-used dual-frequency PCL
technique to the multi-frequency case and showed how it fits in our general least-squares framework (Corollary 3). As Figure 8
(a) shows, themulti-frequencyversion of the PCL solution is structured by the phase-only so ution of the time-differenced
componenṫır;p(1t) and the solution of the code-driven time-averaged component ı̇r;p(t̄ ). To further improve the precision
of the ionospheric observables and therefore the precisionof the estimated TEC, we introduced the array-aided concept(cf.
Figure 4). While both the phase- and code-driven ionospheric observables benefit from the extra aiding antennas, their responses
to array ambiguity resolution are quite distinct. The precision of the code-driven observablesˆ̇ır;p remains unchanged after
ambiguity resolution. This is not the case however, with thepr cision of the phase-driven observablesˆ̇ır;φ. Its time-averaged
ambiguity float component does not profit from the data of the aiding antennas. This happens only after successful ambiguity
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resolution has taken place. We further showed that the array-aided time-differenced solutions follow as the ‘antenna-averaged’
version of their single-antenna counterpartsˆ̇ır;φ(1t) andˆ̇ır;p(1t) (cf. 57). As it was shown, using the single-layer model as an
example, that it is these time-differenced components of the ionospheric observables that govern the least-squares solutions of
the slant TEĈ̇ır (Theorem 3), it is important that one does not base one’s precision analysis of TEC on that of the ionospheric
observableŝ̇ır;φ(t) or ˆ̇ır;p(t).
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1:We will only prove the solutions of the code-driven parameters ı̇r;p(t̄ ) and ı̇r;p(1t). The proof of
the phase-driven parametersı̇r;φ(t̄ ) and ı̇r;φ(1t) goes along similar lines. Let us first consider the time-averg solution (28).
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. The time-average solution (28) follows from the first set ofequations (79). The corresponding
variance matrix, given in (29), follows by an application ofthe error propagation law to (28).
















, t = 2, . . . , k (80)
One can reduce the above system of equations by eliminating the coefficients ofρr;p(1t). This can be done through pre-














which gives the following twouncorrelatedsets of observation equations
(1) : pr(1t)− φr(1t) = −2[µ⊗ Im]ı̇r;p(1t)
(2) : (DTf ⊗ Im)[ǫpr(1t) + φr(1t)] = −(1− ǫ)[DTf µ⊗ Im]ı̇r;p(1t)
(82)








−1; l1 = −[ 2µ
T
(1+ǫ)σ2p












⊗ (W−11 +W−1t )−1][ǫpr(1t) + φr(1t)]
(83)
with PDf = Df (D
T
f Df )
−1Df . The solution̂ı̇r;p(1t) is therefore obtained as
ˆ̇ır;p(1t) = (U1 +U2)
−1(l1 + l2) (84)








into (84), together with the identities




TPDf = (µ− µ̄ e)T
(86)
The corresponding (co)variance matrices, given in (31), follow by an application of the error propagation law to (30).
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Proof of Lemma 2:To form the array-aided condition equations, we eliminate the unknown parameters involved in (50).
We first start with the time-averaged version (50) as
Φ(t̄ )Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(t̄ )Dn +ADn
P (t̄ )Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(t̄ )Dn +DDn
(87)
The receiver phase and code biases can be eliminated by applying the between-satellite differencing matrixDm, that is
(I ⊗DTm)Φ(t̄ )Dn = (e⊗DTm)ρ(t̄ )Dn + (Λ⊗ Im−1)Z
(I ⊗DTm)P (t̄ )Dn = (e⊗DTm)ρ(t̄ )Dn
(88)

















This gives the following three sets of condition equations
(DTf ⊗DTm)Φ(t̄ )Dn = (DTf Λ⊗ Im−1)Z
(DTf ⊗DTm)P (t̄ )Dn = 0
(eT ⊗DTm)[Φ(t̄ )− P (t̄ )]Dn = (eTΛ⊗ Im−1)Z
(90)
But the last set of the above equations are uncorrelated withthe single-antenna solutionsˆ̇ır;⋄(t̄ ) (⋄ = {φ, p}), sinceeTµGF = 0.
Thus only the first two sets contribute to the solution, presenting the condition equations (52).
To prove the time-differenced condition equations (52), wepr -multiply the time-differenced version of (50), i.e.
(I ⊗ Im)Φ(1t)Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(1t)Dn
(I ⊗ Im)P (1t)Dn = (e⊗ Im)ρ(1t)Dn,
(91)
by the orthogonal-complement basis matrix given in (81). This gives the the condition equations (53).
Proof of Theorem 2: Given the condition equations (52) and (53), we apply the least-squares conditional adjustment
to the single-antenna solutionŝı̇r;⋄(t̄ ) and ˆ̇ır;⋄(1t ) (⋄ = {φ, p}). Let x be the to-be-adjusted quantity, given the condition
equationsg = 0. The adjusted version ofx, sayx̂, is computed as [40]
x̂ = x− C(x, g)(D(g))−1g (92)
Thus if x is uncorrelated withg (i.e. C(x, g) = 0), the quantityx is not adjusted i.e.̂x = x.
We first consider the time-averaged component. Letˆ̇ır;p(t̄ ) = (µTGF ⊗ Im)pr(t̄ ) take the role ofx. Sincex is uncorrelated
with the first set of equations (52), the role ofg is taken by the second set only, that is
g 7→ vec((DTf ⊗DTm)P (t̄ )Dn) (93)
where thevec-operator converts the matrix into a vector. Substitution of the equality
C(x, g)(D(g))−1g = (µT
GF
⊗P⊥em)[pr(t̄ )− pr̄(t̄ )] (94)
into (92) yields the adjusted solution̂x 7→ ˆ̇ıARYr;p (t̄ ) given in (55). The adjusted solutioṅ̂ı
ARY
r;φ (t̄ ) is computed in a similar way.
The corresponding variance matrices (56) follow by an application of the error propagation law to (55).
To compute the time-differenced component (57), the role ofx is taken bŷı̇r;p(1t). The condition equations (53) would in




vec((DTf ⊗ Im)[ǫP (1t) +Φ(1t)]Dn)
]
(95)
Substitution of the equality
C(x, g)(D(g))−1g = [̂ı̇r;p(1t)− ˆ̇ır̄;p(1t)] (96)
into (92) yields the adjusted solution̂x 7→ ˆ̇ıARYr;p (1t) given in (57). The corresponding (co)variance matrices (58) follow by an
application of the error propagation law to (57).
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Proof of Theorem (3): We first reduce the system of equations (70) by eliminating the coefficients of∇. This can be
















, with A⊥T = DTτ ⊗ Im, (97)
leading toK sets of observation equations




































with P⊥A = Iτm −A(ATW [l̄]A)−1ATW [l̄]. The diagonal matrixW [l] contains all the submatricesWt within the lth time















W [l][B[l], ˆ̇ır;⋄[l]] (101)
The normal equations (72) follow by summing the above normaltrices and right-hand vectors, respectively, that is
N = N1 +N2, y = y1 + y2 (102)
According to (98), the right-hand side vectory is a linear function of
(̂ı̇r;⋄[l] − ˆ̇ır;⋄[1]), l = 2, . . . ,K
A⊥T ˆ̇ır;⋄[l]
(103)
In order to show thaty is a function of the time-differenced componentsˆ̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t), it therefore suffices to prove that
the linear combinations (103) are linear functions ofˆ̇ır;φ(1t) = ˆ̇ır;p(1t). This immediately follows from the identities
(̂ı̇r;⋄[l] − ˆ̇ır;⋄[1]) = {ˆ̇ır;⋄[l] − [eτ ⊗ Im] ˆ̇ır;⋄(1)} − {ˆ̇ır;⋄[1] − [eτ ⊗ Im] ˆ̇ır;⋄(1)}, l = 2, . . . ,K
A⊥T ˆ̇ır;⋄[l] = A
⊥T {ˆ̇ır;⋄[l] − [eτ ⊗ Im] ˆ̇ır;⋄(1)}
(104)
sinceDTτ eτ = 0.
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